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Context

We consider information-gathering problems in a 3D environment, e.g, coverage
or exploration tasks, involving multiple robots with little or no prior informa-
tion. To overcome this limitation, we target more specifically online trajectory
generations, an interesting and challenging optimization problem. In these sce-
narios, an analytic expression of the objective function is often unavailable and
the optimization needs to be based on the measurements, usually noisy, col-
lected along the mission. One research direction of interest is to choose an
approximation architecture of the unknown function, and then explore different
stochastic methods including: stochastic gradient methods [4], and derivative-
free algorithms [1].

Objectives

The primary goal of this internship is to conduct a review of the literature on
different stochastic methods including those previously mentioned. This review
should result in a thorough empirical and theoretical comparison among a small
selection of methods along different dimensions, including: computational cost,
communication requirements and competitiveness with respect to standard so-
lutions, e.g., one method developed in Chroma team [1]. The designed solutions
will be then implemented and tested in a realistic simulator (Gazebo) currently
maintained in Chroma team.

Localization — Chroma team is bi-localized (Inria Montbonnot center, Greno-
ble and CITI-lab INSA-Lyon Villeurbanne). The student can choose either site
as the main localization, but will need to visit the other site on demand.

Salary — Standard salary for a M2 internship / an internship of the final
year in engineering schools.
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